MEETING MINUTES 4/11/19 GENERAL MEETING
Minutes from last meeting approved
We do not need to order a dumpster - just need field crew to keep up with emptying it.
307 registrants; 294 last year
-Jr. Petite and Petite divisions are full and closed with 13 players on each team
Hot chocolate machine is in and Gil will take a look at hooking it up
Pieces ordered for slushy machine came in and need to be added to see if it fixes the problem with
leaking.
Fundraising on hold for now
Materials for field are in
Field crew has been working on getting fields ready. The signs will go up tomorrow and all new
signs will go on Y1 (expect new signs to be ready by next week).
Background checks are 95% done
Allstar tournaments - teams not entered yet. Waiting for info on substates
-Gil will create the 8U Allstar tournament flyer for our home tournament and will get it out
there and will register 8U for the Orland and Homewood tournament
Uniforms are in; scorebooks put in boxes.
Maggie and Steph to work on getting a Spirit Wear order form together within the next week. Will
go through Windy City but it will not be an online store.
Balances:
Allstars
$2084
Concessions $1244.90
Operating
$41,086.14 (uniforms have not been paid for yet)
Flex
$12,974.71 (Will need about $3,000 for umps for the tournaments)
Need to move $2k from operating to concessions. $600 spent so far to get stand going has not been
deducted from account yet and need to purchase grill.
On Sundays we have Circle permit until 4pm but definitely can’t use it on 5/5 after 4pm.
Revised game schedule with name corrections will be uploaded to website. Also we may add some
games in Petite level.

We have permits to use our fields so if anyone not softball related is using the fields we can ask them
to leave.
Volunteer schedule is up for the first 2 weeks.
Hit, Pitch & Run - 10U coaches will be asked to run. Also will have Veronica schedule some
volunteers to work that.
Present:
Scott McQuillan
Rich Farmer
Gil Izzo
Stephanie Hovanec
Bill Hovanec
Maggie Burke
Ken Johnson
Keith Burke
Rhonda Hozzian

